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Abstract

Some statistical methods for studying and analysing extensive sets?f data are
described. Methods suitable for calculation by hand, as weIl as ones requiring
the use of a computer, are presented.

Resume

On decrit quelques m~thodes statistiques pour etudier et traiter des series
d'informations apnrofondies. On presente des methodes pour lesquelles une
bvaluation non me~anique suffit ainsi que celles qui necessitent l'emploi d'un
ordinateur.

1 Introduction

No~adays the collection of large d3ta sets, especially by automat~c means, is
particularly easy and very l.iclespread. The simplicity vJith \'Jhich this can be .
done often results in inadequate thought being given to a proper consideration
of the relevance of the data to the purpose in hand and to the sort of questions
the dat will be expected to answer. Indeed, there is a widely held attitude
that if the cost of collecting observ~tions on some phenomenon is relatively
small one might as Jell collect the data as not. Ul too often, once the data
have been collected, this attitude changes to a belief that, since there are a
lot of data, they must contain valuable information on something \lhich will be
magically revealed by the application of some statistical method, usually by ~ay

of a computer package. Proper consideration at the planning stages of any study
entailing the collection cf date and the application of sound statistical methods
of analysis to the data collected are essential.
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A useful discussion of some of the principles to be followed in the collection
of data, particularly in the context of observationel studies and experimental design,
is to be found in the Reports of the ~Iorking Group on Standardisation of Scientific
Methods for Comparing the Catching Performance of Different Fishing Gear
(Anon, 1974, 1977)0 The present paper is restricted to a description of some
procedures which are useful for the preliminary study of datu o The proccdures
selected have been chosen because of their relevance to situations where the
amount of data available for analysis is largeo Same of the procedures.
described require little more than paper and pencil but others can only be
attempted realisticully with the aid of an electronic computer. None of the
methods are new but most are sufficiently new for them not to be widely known
in fisheries and possibly oceanographic researcho

2 Characterization of Univariate Data Set~

On being presented with a large, single, unclassified set of data the first
task will usually 1e to display its main features by means of some simple
descriptive measures. Most proceedures for sUlllffiarizing data require the
observations to be sorted or partially sorted. If x 1 , x2 ' 000 •• ' x are the
elements of the dat set, the (fully) sorted array is the pcrmutatiBn x(j)
such that

The element x(j) is called the jth order statistico The partially sorted array
is x*(j) \here

(a) x*(j) = x(j)

(b) x*(j(l» ~ x*(j) ~ x~ j(l + 1»

\Jhere 0 = j(1), j(2), .0 •• , jOd, j(lc + 1) = n + 1 are (k + 2) ordered
integerso Good sorting algorithQs already exist and special sorting programs
hnve been developedo here a largo number of observations are to be sorted such
programs should be usedo A full account of sorting procedures is given by
Knuth (1973).

Order statistics are required in short-cut and robust estimation procedures.
For instance the median of a set of n observations is the (n + 1/2)th order
statistic if n is odd or the mean of the (n/2)th and (n/2 + 1)th order statistic
if n is eveno Other useful short-cut estimators of the centre of location of
the data which employ order statistics are

{ xCi) + 2xei) + xCV } /4

{ x(1/'16) + xe~) + 2x(-~.) + xe-J:) + x(15/16) }/6

~here x(f) is the value of x exceededby fn of the observationso These estimators
are very efficient and, once the data have been sorted, very easy to calculate
hen no computing aid is availableo i/hen a computer is available, calculations of

the ordinary arithmetic mean of a large set·of data is trivial and will usually
provide the best estiraate of the centre of Iocationo lJhen the data are classified
into several categories resulting in relatively small nwabers (n.) of observations
in each categor" (say 10 ~ n. ~ 50), estimators of the central v~lue in each
category may require the useJof robust estimation proceedures CAndrews et al.,
1972)0 --
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Besides a measure of the centre of location of the data set some measure of the
extent of variability ~ill be required. Several. quick methods, based on order
statistics are'available for estimating the standard d~viation of the data. For
example, ..

However, it is almost always much more informative to describe the variability
in the data in visual form and for this the libox-and-v.Jhisker li plot suggested by
Tukey (1977) is eminently suitableo This is obtained by first finding the
median, the upper. and lower quartiles and the extre~es. A long box is then
drawn between the quartiles ~ith a bar denoting the relative position of the
median. From the ends of the box t,,/o ['\"I~iskers'; are draHn to the extremes. An
example is -shcn</ll beloi·I.
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This type of display is articulcxly easy to understand and v ry inform tive
\'Jhen sever"l bu.tches of data are to be compared. Use of a one- vay analysis of
v riance, a proceedure often resorted to, for the comparison of several batches
of large data sets is not recOlilmended. The analysis of variance is a technique
for testing hypothesis about the equality of mean values only and, when large

. numbers of observations are involved, i/ill simply state the obvious. Elaborations
of the libox-and- ·/hiskerl! plot described here are given by hcGill et a1. , ('1978).
These' plots are very simple to drC''.\oJ by he.nd rnd relatively easy t-;-produce on a
line printer or visual display screen.

3 Looking for Relationsh_~

~:hen observations are available on t\ 0 or more variates it \/ill often be of
interest to determine ~~ether or not statistical relationships exist among them
~~d, if so, to estimate these. Under conditions where oll factors which may
significantly influence the values assumed by the va~iates are carefully controlled,
any relationshi s which .exist should be easy to deteet and estimate. Provided
the statistical error distributions 0" the datö. are norm l' (Gaussian) or nearly
normal, ordinary 10~lSt s uares vill usually. provide the best method of estimction.
In general practice such text-book conditions are rarely met. The existence
and form of any relationships are usually not known ~ priori and, particularly in
studies involving extensive data sets, there may ell be a high ;lnoise to sign~1"
ratio or outlying values \Jhich may ·]ell make relationship detection and estimation
difficul t 0 .

The first step in dealing ~ith multivariate data is usually tO.produce two
dimensional scatter-plots. ~Ihilst this may be, and still often is, done manually
a number of gr phical sofblare systems are available ,,,hich provide visual displays
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or hard-copy prints suitable for most purposes.
fairly standard requirement for most scientific
will often produce sufficient information about
permit a formal analysis to be commenced.

;

A good graph plotter is now a
computer systems. This step
any structure in the data to

"

If the plot sho S 11 great deal of variability it may not be easy to detect any
tendency for the tvo variates to be associated. A smoothing proceedure \'Jhich
the author has found very useful for revealing any association in such cases
is one due to Cleveland (1979). This method operates as follO\1s. Each y-value
is initially smoothed by identifying its m nearest x-neighbours. Here, typically,
n/3 ~ m ~ n/2. A weighted regression'of y on x is fitted, using only the m
points identified. The \rleight funetion used at this initial stage has i ts
maximum value at' the one point \ithin the set to be smoothed and falls off
symmetrically about this point. The residuals of the observed y-values fronl
the fitted regression at each of the m pC'':'nts in the set are computed. Ne\J
weights are formed which behave like the previous ones but in addition give
progressively less and less weight to larger and larger residuals. A ~Jeighted _
regression, using these new \1eights, is then calculatedo If desired, this ~

stage may be repeated once or tHiceo The smoothed value sought is taken to be
the fitted value from the final regression at the point in questiono This
proceedure is repeated for every point in the data seto An example of the sort
of smoothed plot obtained by this method is shown in Figure 1. This shows the
condition factor (weight/(length)3) of a given species of fish plotted against
the level of infection with a certain parasite in its liver. The dOlnward
trend in condition factor \Jith increasing level of infection \rould not be
obvious without the smoothingo Application of this smoothing proceedure is
not feasible without the use of a computer.

A particularly interesting method for displaying multivoriate data has been
proposed by Andre\'Js (1972)0 This method consists of mapping each multivariate
observation into a function, f(t), of a single variable to The function proposed
by Andrews is a linear combination of orthonorwal functions of t, the coefficients
bein the observed values of each variateo Specifically, the ith multivariate
observation is me.pped according to the relation

f, (t)
].

= x1i/ ~+ x2i sin(t) + x
3i

cos(t) + x4i sin(2t) + x
5i

cOS(2t) + 0.0 •• 0000._

where i = 1, 2, 0000, n (n being the number of multivariate observations) and
x 1, x2 ' 0000 denote the first, second, 0.00 variateo The functions f'l(t),
f

2
(t), .000 may then be plotted simultaneously a6ainst t. The values of these

fünctions at different values of t correspond to different linear combinations
of the variateso

Function plots are useful for detecting clusters or outliers in 11 set of multi
variate data,. If there are distinct clusters in the data this \Jill be manifested
by the fuuctions separating into groups, curves correspondir~ to observations
in the same cluster being closer together than curves corresponding to
observations from different clusters.

The specific ordinal 1 belling of the variates may be important as, clearly, the
function is not invariant to different orderingso Different permutations of the
variates \!ill, therefore, produce different plots and, in practice, i t may prove
useful to try severalo
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Functional plotting may also prove useful in detecting the existence of
multicollinearity in multiple regression. Multicollinearity arices when there
exist functional, or near functional, relationships between some of the dependent
variates. Such a relationship \1ill produce a linear combination \/ith zero
variance and the functional curves will all pass through one point.

4 Final Remarks

In a paper as brief as this it is impossible to cover all the methods currently
available for exploring and analysing large data sets. Many useful techniques,
such as probnbility plotting and adaptive estirnation, are not mentioned. The
nuthor has sil:1ply picked out a fe\J of his O\1U particular favourites. Rad this
paper been v~itten by someone else, quite a different, and possibly better,
oet of techniques might have been presentcd.
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